WE RE-INVENTED THE THREE WAY SWITCH

SimpleWorx products use existing wiring to link controls. Now you can install a switch leg or 3-way circuit anywhere in less than an hour.

SimpleWorx is a revolutionary digital point to points control product for cost-effective On/Off lighting control. 100% money-back guarantee if not satisfied for ANY REASON!

SimpleWorx offers a variety of transmitters and receivers which are super easy-to-install and the push-button setup is a breeze and shockingly simple!

SimpleWorx is powered by Simple Powerline Communication (SPCT™) a rock-solid proven technology, which provides reliable one-way control using the 120v wiring that is already in place.
OVERVIEW

It's simple. SimpleWorx can be broken down into two different types of devices:

Transmitters, the workhorses of the SimpleWorx system, switches a lighting load and provides control to other SimpleWorx receiver devices. Transmitters are capable of switching up to a full 20A circuit, and the robust design enables it to endure even the most severe inrush environments. One transmitter will talk to as many receiver units that are installed.

 Receivers replace an existing wall switch or are attached to a fixture to enable a transmitter to remotely control it. Each receiver can only be linked to one transmitter.

By linking transmitters and receivers, an almost unlimited number of configurations can be obtained.

WALL & DESKTOP SWITCHES

SimpleWorx Wall Switches provide fingertip control of present lighting, while also giving you the power to control other SimpleWorx receivers or be remotely controlled by SimpleWorx transmitters. Wall-mounted switches fit into a standard electrical box and the desktop plug-in alternative makes access even more convenient.

Key Features
• Transmitters use 120VAC trigger
• Receivers will handle 10 or 20A load
• Attractive Low-profile decorator style design
• Available in seven colors
• Wire-and-Play with SPC enabled devices
• Three-Way ready
• 5 year warranty

WST-AC Wall Switch Transmitter
WSR-AC Wall Switch Receiver
DST-AC Desktop Switch Transmitter
DSR-AC Desktop Switch Receiver

FIXTURE MODULES

Fixture Modules are small wire-in self contained devices which are an ideal solution to trigger or remotely control complete circuit loads or fixtures that may not have a direct connection to an existing switch with a neutral wire.

Key Features
• Easy 3 wire installation
• 14 AWG wires for 20 Amps On/Off control
• Easy snap in installation through 1/2” knockouts
• Transmitters use use 120V AC or contact
• Plenum rated
• 5 year warranty

FMT-AC Fixture Module Transmitter AC – Trigger
FMT-CC Fixture Module Transmitter – Contact Trigger
FMR-AC Fixture Module Receiver

FLATPAC MODULES

FlatPac Modules are excellent for any application which requires high voltage switching through high or low voltage input wires. They provide a convenient way to interface with any maintained dry contact closure or to sense 120VAC, to control other SimpleWorx receivers.

Key Features
• Wire and play support for alarm panels, dry contacts, occupancy or motion sensors, etc.
• Surface or recessed mountable module
• 16-20 Solid AWG, 0.5 - 1.5mm two push-in connectors
• Single Channel of Arc-less switching, rated 20A
• Available in Plenum rated case

FPT-AC FlatPac Transmitter – AC Trigger
FPT-CC FlatPac Transmitter – Contact Closure Trigger
FPR-AC FlatPac Receiver – 120V 20A

PLUG-IN MODULES

The Plug-in Modules are perfect for controlling plug-in loads, such as pumps, valves, gates and just about anything up to a 15A load or needs a contact closure. All without the need for control wires.

Key Features
• Simple installation, just plug it in to any grounded 120V outlet
• On/Off control of 120V 15 Amps or Contact closure at 8 Amps
• Links to SPC Devices in seconds
• LED indicates status of relay
• Power failure restore to last state
• 5 Year Warranty

PMT-CC Plug-In Module Transmitter – Contact Trigger
PMR-AC Plug-In Module Relay – 120V 15A
PMR-CC Plug-In Module Receiver – Contact Closure 8A